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Background 
Audit The Vote PA (ATVPA) ran the 09/05/2022 Pennsylvania Full Voter Export (FVE) through the 
United States Postal Service’s (USPS) National Change of Address Service (NCOA) on 
09/09/2022 in an effort to ascertain and identify whether Pennsylvania and its 67 counties have 
adequately completed their PA Title 25 § 1901 yearly required list maintenance, which is 
necessary to be in compliance with 52 U.S.C. § 20507. 


On 09/09/2022, ATVPA submitted six separate files consisting of roughly 1.5 million 
registrations per file, grouping by county and ensuring no county’s registrations were split 
between files.  The list processor ATVPA used was BCC Software, LLC, the same full service 
provider that the Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC) uses.  A Full Service 
Provider (FSP) is the highest tier of NCOA list processor and offers four years of move data, 
which is the maximum provided by the USPS.


From the list processor, ATVPA received all expected NCOA output files including result files, 
NCOA Link reports, CASS Reports, and USPS Form 3553.  These files act as reports indicating 
who it was that processed the list, what was done to the list, and a high level summary of 
findings.


ATVPA ingested the NCOA result data into a database.  In addition to the 09/05/2022 FVE 
NCOA results, ATVPA has prior NCOA result data from a limited subset of the 02/01/2021 FVE.  
For the purposes of the analysis, both datasets are included in this analysis.  ATVPA’s NCOA 
move data spans between August of 2017 and August of 2022. 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This is an example of the top half of one of ATVPA’s Coding Accuracy Support 
System (CASS) Summary Reports

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/52/20507


Methodology 
Audit The Vote PA (ATVPA) followed the best practices and documentation available in order to 
generate the results featured in this report.  Although the NCOA Link processing report 
summary includes high level summary statistics as far as moves go, ATVPA filtered those down 
further to ensure a higher degree of accuracy and confidence in this report.


To provide current and accurate numbers for the purposes of this report, ATVPA further filtered 
the data to require that the IDNumber of the voter registration exists within the current 
10/17/2022 Pennsylvania FVE.  This ensures that only the registrations that still exist on PA’s 
rolls are included.


ATVPA makes specific efforts in this filtering process to eliminate all temporary moves and any 
moves connected to the military, as a means to avoid disenfranchising those voters with a 
legitimate reason to be out of state.


As with all submitted data, the USPS NCOA data can potentially include errors in the record, 
such as with cases where the mover failed to indicate it was a temporary move.  In ATVPA’s 
canvassing efforts, the NCOA data remains to be one of the most accurate methodologies to 
identify registrations that need updating when used in conjunction with canvassing.


For the entirety of this analysis, ATVPA has filtered out all records that do not have a Change of 
Address (COA) date.  Additionally, ATVPA filters the data based on several return codes that 
have been identified through prior canvassing efforts as the strongest indicators of a move.


To identify out-of-state (OOS) moves, ATVPA filters the NCOA result data based on the moved 
state. ATVPA filters out the following states: Pennsylvania (PA), Armed Forces America (AA), 
Armed Forces (AE), & Armed Forces Pacific (AP).


ATVPA has a high degree of confidence that the majority of these registrations reflect a true out 
of state move.  Under PA Title 25 § 1901, Pennsylvania law requires counties to perform regular 
voter roll maintenance by leveraging the USPS NCOA data at least once a year.  Mandatory 
confirmation mailings should have already gone out to these registrations. 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Findings 

Out-of-State (OOS) Moves


As of the 10/17/2022 Pennsylvania FVE, Audit The Vote PA (ATVPA) has identified 241,677 
registrations that are currently registered on the Pennsylvania voter rolls that are tied to a 
person whom the USPS NCOA has indicated as having changed their address and no longer 
living in Pennsylvania.


Of the 241,677 registrations, 113,323, or roughly 47%, are still “Active” on the 10/17/2022 FVE.  
Within these results, there are active registrations with move dates going back to August of 
2017 that appear to be unaddressed.  In Pennsylvania, when a voter registration status is 
marked as “Inactive”, that elector must provide a residency affirmation to vote.


The data shows that 22,103 voters (9%) of the 241,677 registrations that have cast at least one 
vote in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania after indicating to the USPS NCOA service that 
they’ve moved.  Of these votes, 72% were cast more than a month after the individual left 
Pennsylvania and 24% cast a vote more than a year after leaving Pennsylvania.
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This chart shows registrations on the 10/10/2022 Pennsylvania Voter Rolls that moved out of state, identified by 
the USPS NCOA.  The line represents the number of moves by move date.  The bars represent the cumulative 

total number of moves on the voter rolls by move date.



Analyzing the numbers of OOS moves by county illustrates that the majority of these moves 
originate from counties closely following their population rankings.


Philadelphia County alone makes up roughly one-fifth of all OOS registrations, with 44,173 
OOS registrations.  To put this into perspective, 29 counties in Pennsylvania have fewer 
registered voters than Philadelphia has OOS registrations on their rolls.


Following population ranking, Allegheny County comes in second with 28,826 OOS 
registrations, followed by Montgomery (14,917), Chester (13,562), and Delaware (12,780) 
counties.


Breaking up the Out of State (OOS) moves by county in the context of their total registrations 
illustrates which counties have a high percentage of OOS registrations, regardless of voter 
status, comprising their rolls.
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The treemap above shows the total number of OOS registrations on each county’s rolls.  The boxes represent the relative 
proportion of these issues in comparison to the other counties.



Surprisingly, Pike County has the highest percentage of OOS registrations on its rolls 
compared to its total registration count, making up 4.79% of its voter roll, followed by 
Philadelphia (4.15%), Centre (3.73%), York (3.2%) and Chester (3.57%).


On the opposite end of the spectrum are Juniata (0.74%), Fulton (0.77%), Indiana (1.01%), and 
Sullivan (1.03%) counties.  Thirty-five of Pennsylvania’s 67 counties’ voter rolls consist of 2% 
or fewer OOS registrations.


Upon limiting the above analysis to just those OOS registrations that are still active, the data 
paints a slightly different picture which helps to highlight which counties are taking their yearly 
required list-maintenance activities more seriously than others.  Pike sees their position drop to 
sixth, indicating that although their county’s voter rolls have the highest ratio of identified OOS 
registrations, they’ve done better at addressing these moves than other counties such as 
Philadelphia.


Philadelphia, by contrast, has addressed less than half of their OOS moves, 16,235 of 44,173 
total, meaning Philadelphia has only addressed roughly 36% of the Philadelphia County OOS 
moves identified by ATVPA. 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The table above shows the top 25 counties ranked by the percentage of OOS registrations that make up their voter rolls.
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The bar chart above shows the number of active OOS registrations in red next to the number of inactive 
OOS registrations in gray.
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County Responses 

How do Pennsylvania’s counties treat List Maintenance?


After spending a week validating the NCOA data, ATVPA decided to notify all 67 counties in 
Pennsylvania of the total number of OOS registrations and the number of OOS registrations 
residing on their voter rolls.  Toni Shuppe, CEO of Audit The Vote PA, sent the following email 
on September 28, 2022:


Almost immediately after sending the email out, responses began to roll in from across the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Many counties were immediately curious, wanted to meet to 
discuss the findings and were willing to look into those registrations in question.  This is what 
one would expect of their county government, to be curious and willing to investigate 
registration issues and adhere to the law.


Snyder County serves as one of many counties that set an example for the Commonwealth of 
how a county should treat the accuracy and maintenance of their voter rolls. 
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Snyder County’s response to being alerted of OOS registrations on their voter rolls

The email that ATVPA sent to Philadelphia County on 09/28/2022.  Philadelphia County chose to not 
respond, nor address these registrations adequately.  Each email was customized for the county it was 

being sent to, although the bulk of the body remained the same.



Counties should take their list maintenance activities as seriously as Snyder County.  This list 
maintenance is not an option for counties to decide whether they’d like to participate, but 
rather State and Federal law.


Every county that had asked for the underlying data has been provided the data requested as it 
related to their county.  For those that have had questions or wanted to meet, ATVPA has been 
able to schedule time to discuss with those counties further.  To date, ATVPA has met with over 
a dozen counties to discuss their list maintenance activities and the data identified in this 
report pertaining to their county.


Several counties went to the Pennsylvania Department of State (DOS) to ask for guidance on 
how to proceed.  A small subset of those counties felt the need to respond to the ATVPA email 
and inject their own commentary, such as Delaware County.


Delaware County’s response above reaffirms that they have no interest in fulfilling their duties 
and obligations under the law.  Delaware County asserts that they comply with all applicable 
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Delaware County’s response to being notified of concerns with their county’s voter rolls, which they are 
tasked with adequately maintaining.  You can see Christine Reuther even purposefully misspelled Toni 

Shuppe’s last name.



laws regarding the maintenance of their voter rolls, however in this same email they 
misinterpret the actual federal law under 52 USC § 20507 as an excuse not to look into or 
perform list maintenance activities 90 days prior to the election.  The law itself is clear in this 
regard, and makes no reference to, nor creates, a 90 day quiet period where counties are 
excused from maintaining their lists.  The relevant section quoted is as follows -


The law referenced is being misinterpreted.  The text in it is plain and very easy to follow.  This 
section in particular states that, “A State shall complete, not later than 90 days prior to the 
date of a primary or general election for Federal office, any program the purpose of which is to 
systematically remove the names of ineligible voters from the official lists of eligible voters”.


This federal law refers to Pennsylvania’s PA Title 25 § 1901 which establishes a program and its 
requirements to comply with national law.  Under PA Title 25 § 1901 the law requires counties 
to perform list maintenance activities leveraging USPS NCOA data at least once a year.


52 USC § 20507 conveys to States that their mandatory list maintenance, which puts them in 
compliance with NVRA/HAVA/Federal Law, must be completed no later than 90 days prior to a 
Federal election.  Nowhere in Federal or State law does it bar the State/County from 
performing additional list maintenance at any point.  PA Title 25 § 1901 even encourages 
counties to perform list maintenance activities multiple times throughout the year.


Even more concerning is the data ATVPA has presented above and alerted Pennsylvania’s 
counties to, which shows what appears to be evidence that counties in Pennsylvania have not 
completed their State and Federally required list maintenance activities fully for the past 
several years.  Since ATVPA has identified unaddressed moves going back to 2017, some of 
which ATVPA has confirmed as accurate through canvassing, it would imply that those 
counties in question failed to complete their 52 USC § 20507 within 90 days of multiple Federal 
Elections (2018: Primary & General; 2020: Primary & General; 2022: Primary).  In counties such 
as Philadelphia, it is abundantly clear that they’ve not been completing list maintenance 
activities for many years now.
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This is the section of 52 USC § 20507 that the PA DOS and several counties chose to assert creates a 
90 day quiet period where they are excused from maintaining their voter rolls.  Nowhere in the law 

referenced is verbiage around a “quiet period” 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/52/20507
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/52/20507
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/52/20507
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/52/20507


The guidance referenced in several counties’ email responses originated from the PA DOS, 
which has continually issued guidance that conflicts with actual election law.


Delaware County goes further by referencing portions the PA Title 25 § 1901 text to obfuscate 
what remedies are available, implying that ATVPA asked them to immediately cancel these 
registrations.  Under  PA Title 25 § 1901, counties are tasked with leveraging the USPS NCOA 
data to identify registrations that appear to have moved.
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After a recent USSC ruling overturned a lower court’s decision on undated outer-envelopes for mail ballots, 
acting Secretary of State Leigh Chapman issued guidance in conflict with the law and against the USSC’s 

recent action. 
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/election2022/2022/10/11/supreme-court-pennsylvania-mail-in-ballots-

ruling-undated-votes-election/stories/202210110099 

The section of PA Title 25 § 1901 that tasks counties with leveraging a program established 
by the secretary to leverage the USPS NCOA data to identify potential moves.

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/election2022/2022/10/11/supreme-court-pennsylvania-mail-in-ballots-ruling-undated-votes-election/stories/202210110099
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/election2022/2022/10/11/supreme-court-pennsylvania-mail-in-ballots-ruling-undated-votes-election/stories/202210110099


The law states that upon identifying potential moves out of the county, that the county shall 
send a mandatory nonforwardable first class “return if undeliverable” address confirmation 
mailing.


Upon receiving any result that does not confirm the voter’s eligibility, the county shall change 
the voter registration in context to “Inactive”.  An “Inactive” registration must provide 
affirmation of their eligibility before being allowed to vote in an election, which works as a 
deterrent to fraud.


Upon sending the confirmation mailing and setting a registration to inactive, counties have the 
option to physically canvas the address.  Upon confirmation that the registered elector is no 
longer residing at their place of registration, then the law provides a legal path for immediate 
cancellation of the record. 


The only date constraints around elections that are outlined in this portion of the law set a 
deadline for canvassing to ensure it must occur not later than the 15th day preceding the 
election next ensuing - meaning even at the time of writing this report, counties are entirely 
within the law to use the tools at their disposal to verify and maintain their voter rolls. 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The section of PA Title 25 § 1901 that instructs counties on how to proceed 
after identifying potential moves from the USPS NCOA service.

The section of PA Title 25 § 1901 that instructs counties on how to proceed after the confirmation mailing has 
been sent out

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0


Nothing identified by ATVPA under PA Title 25 § 1901 or referenced by the PA DOS or its 
counties, prevent list maintenance activities 90 days prior to any election.  Pennsylvania’s 
election code sets many limits on when certain list maintenance activities must be performed 
and when the required programs must be completed by.
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This section of PA Title 25 § 1901 outlines that once the confirmation mailing 
step has been satisfied, counties may optionally canvas the address in question 

and provides a path to cancel a registration instead of leaving it as inactive. 
This section further allows counties to appoint registered electors from the 

county as special inspectors to perform this canvassing. 

This section of PA Title 25 § 1901 reinforces that the 90 day deadline applies to 
the once-yearly required maintenance

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=25&div=0&chpt=19&sctn=1&subsctn=0


Lastly, the DOS and Counties are conveying through these emails that citizens of the 
Commonwealth are no longer able to point out issues on the voter rolls due to changes under 
2022 Act 88, stating that they are barred from doing so as it would “violate a recently enacted 
state statute prohibiting Counties in Pennsylvania from accepting any assistance from third 
parties in conducting elections.”


Again, the text in the Act is being stretched and skewed to fit the purposes of the County and 
DOS in a way to excuse themselves from needing to maintain their voter rolls or complete their 
mandatory list maintenance.


ATVPA does not offer gifts, donations, grants, funding, or any other of the outlined items under 
Act 88.  As outlined under subsection (c) above, “This section shall not be construed to apply 
to the collection of fees authorized by law or to the donation or use of: (2) services that are 
provided without remuneration”.


ATVPA has simply alerted the counties of identified OOS registrations without looking for 
remuneration.


If it’s the DOS and counties’ position that this action violates 2022 Act 88, then let’s treat all 
third-parties identifying and requesting changes to the voter rolls the same.  As of the last 
inquiry, ATVPA has received confirmation from the PA DOS that 87 third-party organizations 
have access to the SURE Web API which is used specifically for the registration of voters.  The 
registration of voters is explicitly mentioned in 2022 Act 88, barring the State and its counties 
from receiving help from third parties.   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2022 Act 88 outlines limits what State and Local Governments are barred from receiving and from who 
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2022&sessInd=0&act=88 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.cfm?yr=2022&sessInd=0&act=88


Here are just a few of Pennsylvania’s 87+ third-parties that have been and are currently 
registering voters on behalf of Pennsylvania and its counties.  The full list can be viewed here.
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/60a8b01a8bac0413e6ac618e/t/61efa68559b90e43fff44b39/1643095685344/WebAPI+Posting+Entities+and+Partner+Organizations-+VV+(2).pdf


Conclusion 
Given the data presented above and the responses from counties, ATVPA concludes that most 
counties in Pennsylvania take their list maintenance and election activities very seriously and 
act professionally when presented with potential voter registration issues.  These counties that 
follow the law and take their maintenance activities seriously, are currently being 
disenfranchised by those counties that choose to treat portions of the law as optional while 
reading into law text that isn’t written.  These counties make up the majority of the identified 
OOS registrations and have the largest share of those registrations that are still active.   
 
These counties are the same counties that have fought all attempts over the last year+ to 
address or resolve registration issues brought to them by their constituents.  The inability of 
these counties to demonstrate whether they had previously taken the required actions around 
these registrations shows they were either entirely unaware of the moves or lacked the required 
record-keeping around these maintenance activities.  Their approach to performing the list 
maintenance activities required by law, seems wholly insufficient to satisfy the requirements of 
PA Title 25 § 1901 and other election laws.


The constituents in these counties feel that the county has failed to provide transparency or 
confidence around the way they maintain their voter rolls and administer their elections.  This 
lack of confidence is amplified by the major issues many of these counties have had around 
their handling of elections over the last several years, which has lead to many stories that have 
made national news.


It is ATVPA’s hope that this report serves as a needed wake up call to Pennsylvania’s State & 
County Governments and its residents about the need to sufficiently adhere to election law, 
perform legally-required list maintenance activities, and to work with their constituents to 
create transparency and confidence in Pennsylvania elections.
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